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PhD Proposal abstract (1000 characters maximum)
As emphasized by the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, understanding the pathogenesis of inflammatory lung 
disease is of high relevance to human health, with persistent pulmonary inflammation leading to fibrosis 
and respiratory failure. The potential of type I interferon (IFN) to mediate lung inflammation has been 
recently highlighted. However, the precise mechanism remains unknown. We propose to study the type I 
interferonopathies, a group of inborn errors of immunity with chronically enhanced type I IFN signaling, to 
explore how IFN-mediated lung inflammation is precisely triggered and induces fibrosis, employing state-
of-the-art technologies (including single-cell transcriptomics and induced pluripotent stem cells) on never 
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assessed rare human samples. Importantly, this proposal will not only improve the management of rare 
monogenic disorders, it will also be relevant for more common diseases (e.g. systemic lupus 
erythematosus, idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, virally-induced lung inflammation).

PhD Proposal (10 000 characters maximum)
State of the art/Context: Lung inflammation  is central to the pathology observed in a variety of disease
settings, including infection, allergy, cancer and toxin  exposure. In addition, a persistent inflammatory
state can lead to fibrosis and end-stage respiratory failure. Attention has been drawn to the potential of
type I interferon (IFN) to mediate lung inflammation after self-derived nucleic acid recognition . However,
the precise underlying mechanism remains poorly understood. We propose to unravel how IFN-mediated
lung inflammation is triggered and induces fibrosis through the study of the type I interferonopathies
(TI1s), a group of inborn errors of immunity in which enhanced type I IFN signalling is considered central
to pathology.  Of importance, life-threatening pulmonary disease is observed in two TI1s, for which Dr
Frémond is a renowned expert, i.e. STING-associated vasculopathy in infancy (SAVI) and COPA
syndrome . The underlying pathogenesis of lung inflammation and progression to pulmonary fibrosis in
SAVI and COPA syndrome remains to be deciphered.

In mammalian cells, immune responses to cytoplasmic double-stranded DNA involve the sensor cGAS
(cyclic GMP-AMP synthase)  that activates STING  to trigger IFN production.  Gain-of-function mutations
in STING1, encoding STING, were reported by us and others to explain a severe T1I referred to as SAVI,
encompassing systemic vasculopathy with interstitial lung disease. A year later, heterozygous mutations
in COPA, encoding coatomer protein subunit alpha (COPA), were described to cause COPA syndrome, a
hereditary inflammatory syndrome mainly affecting the lungs. Striking pulmonary clinical and
histopathological overlap between  SAVI and COPA syndrome,  suggested a common molecular
pathogenesis and we defined a role for COPA in STING intracellular trafficking .  In addition, anti-MDA5-
positive dermatomyositis and systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), both polyfactorial diseases
associated with high type I IFN signalling, can manifest severe inflammatory lung disease. Of further
interest, STING pathway has been recently involved in COVID-19 immunopathology related to lung and skin
features .

These data highlight the potential of studying rare monogenic disorders characterised by IFN signalling
and lung inflammation (designated here as IFN-LIs), combined with state-of-the-art single-cell
transcriptomic experiments,  to gain unique insight into lung inflammation-induced fibrosis to decipher
pathological mechanisms, also relevant to a larger group of disorders, including SLE, and idiopathic lung
fibrosis. Importantly, with this clinically-orientated research program, we will be able to provide
translational leads for novel therapeutic strategies in all these disease settings.

Scientific objectives of the proposal:  Under expert supervision and using state-of-the-art technologies,
including single-cell transcriptomics (both from cell suspension and at the spatial level on lung biopsies),
the objectives of your PhD proposal are:

(i) WP1: to explore the cellular and molecular pathogenesis of monogenic disorders characterized by
IFN signaling and lung inflammation (IFN-Lis)

(ii) WP2: to pave the way to design an integrated disease model to study pathogenic pathway in IFN-
LIs.

WP1: Deciphering the cellular and molecular pathology of IFN-mediated lung inflammation (IFN-LI)
The  relative contribution of intrinsic lung cells and cells derived from the hematopoietic system  to the
pulmonary  inflammation and fibrosis seen in SAVI and COPA syndrome is unknown. We will derive
transcriptomic data using lung tissue and peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from patients with
SAVI, COPA syndrome and controls, with samples already biobanked.  Specifically, we will analyze lung
biopsies at the single cell scale with scRNAseq, comparing these data with expression profiles recorded
concomitantly in PBMCs. In doing so, we will identify the major cell types responsible for IFN signalling
and pro-fibrotic molecule expression, deriving a fibrotic signature curated from the literature and relevant
to our dataset.  We will analyze pathways enriched in differentially expressed genes, with algorithms, such
as GSEA (Gene Set Enrichment Analysis) and IPA (Ingenuity Pathway Analysis), to define novel molecular
pathways relevant to IFN-LI pathology.  In an already-established collaboration between the team of
Mickael Menager and Dr Marie-Louise Frémond, we generated preliminary transcriptomic data from
PBMCs of SAVI patients (N=5), COPA patients (N=2) and healthy controls (N=8), compared to patients with
Aicardi-Goutières syndrome (AGS N=4) which does not present lung involvement. Our results indicate an
IFN pathway activation, mainly in myeloid cells, higher in SAVI patients, but markedly lower in COPA than in
AGS patients. This suggests distinct pathophysiologies and highlights the power of comparative 
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transcriptomic studies in rare monogenic diseases to discover pathology-relevant pathways
Using then the genes of interest selected through scRNAseq, we will analyse lung biopsies spatially at the
lung tissue scale, using different single-cell spatial transcriptomic approaches already implemented in the
LabTech Single-Cell@Imagine, also headed by Mickael Menager.
Molecules central to signaling pathways identified through transcriptomic analyses will be compared in
the blood versus lung biopsies and then validated experimentally in primary patient cells material  and
using induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs)
WP2: Disease modeling and experimental validation of molecular pathways identified in WP1
To specifically decipher the cellular interplay involved in IFN-driven lung inflammation and identified
through single-cell experiments performed in WP1, we will generate iPSCs from selected  IFN-LI  patient
(SAVI, COPA) and healthy control material with the iPSC platform of the Imagine Institute, with the final
aim to generate lung organoids, so to provide an integrated disease model to study pathogenic
pathways. We will use a combined approach to the generation of iPSC-derived cellular models based on (i)
clinical observation and study of the available literature, and (ii) the results of our single-cell analyses
(from WP1). One can predict that (at least) three cell types will be of particular relevance to these studies:
(i) type II alveolar epithelial cells; (ii) endothelial cells; (iii) alveolar macrophages.  We will focus on
establishing the differentiation of type II alveolar epithelial cells (iATIIs), considering their described
capacity to induce a rapid and broad inflammatory response to SARS-Cov-2, and their role in inducing lung
fibrosis.  iPS-derived cells will be analysed at baseline and after stimulation of DNA sensing pathways to
acutely challenge our models of STING-mediated IFN-LIs (COPA, SAVI). Thus, we  will evaluate IFN
production and signalling, the expression of pro-fibrotic markers (e.g. TGFβ1), and key molecules involved
in previously unknown signalling pathways identified in our scRNAseq data.
Teams involved, scientific resources and synergies. For this scientific proposal, the PhD student will
benefit from the existing expertise of two experimental groups at Imagine Institute (Mickael Menager’s
team and Dr Marie Louise Frémond) and several Imagine platforms (LabTech Single-cell@Imagine, iPSC,
genomics and bioinformatics) and the involvement with clinicians at Necker Hospital. The PhD student will
then be in a unique environment, combining knowledge of in vitro systems, IFN biology, clinical expertise,
single-cell skills at both wet and computational level, and technical skills of the different platforms. This will
provide a rich source of cross-fertilisation converging on a single theme on lung inflammation leading to
the optimization of innovative and integrated study models providing benefit to project partners and the
wider institute. Notably, our unprecedented access to rare patient material, and already established expert
collaborations, including with the team of Pr Sermet-Gaudelus (INEM, Paris), place us in a unique position
to develop this exciting new area of translational clinical medicine, with also the goal to set up and foster
the development of single-cell multi-OMICs technologies directly in tissue biopsies to compare
biomarkers/pathophysiology discovered in the blood versus inflamed tissues in rare monogenic diseases
but also in more common disorders.
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Expected profile of the candidate
We are looking to recruit a dedicated and hard-working student who is motivated to explore deep 
molecular and cellular mechanisms of lung inflammation-induced fibrosis in type I interferonopathies. The 
student must be engaged to his/her work, committed, thoughtful and eager to learn. The PhD Student will 
participate in setting up and analyze single-cell experiments in collaboration with engineers and 
computational biologists, and how to work with iPSCs and establish cellular models to validate 
experimentally pathways identified through single-cell experiments. The PhD student will also have a 
unique opportunity to embark with us on the fascinating journey of analyzing human biopsises at the 
spatial and single-cell resolution, a fast growing and revolutionary field. Previous experience in 
bioinformatics and innate immunity signalling would be a plus. Interested students are encouraged to 
contact us at: mickael.menager@institutimagine.org and marie-louise.fremond@institutimagine.org. 
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